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Abstract 1 
This paper details work undertaken on the application of an algorithm for visual attention (VA) 2 
to region of interest (ROI) coding in JPEG 2000 (JP2K). In this way, an “interest ordered” 3 
progressive bit-stream is produced where the regions highlighted by the VA algorithm are 4 
presented first in bit-stream. The paper briefly outlines the terminology used in JP2K, the 5 
packet structure of the bit-stream, and the methods available to achieve ROI coding in JP2K 6 
(tiling, coefficient scaling, and code-block selection). The paper then describes how the output 7 
of the VA algorithm is post-processed so that an ROI is produced that can be efficiently coded 8 
using coefficient scaling in JP2K. Finally, a two alternative forced choice (2AFC) visual trial 9 
is undertaken to compare the visual quality of images encoded using the proposed VA ROI 10 
algorithm and conventional JP2K. The experimental results show that, while there is no 11 
overall preference for the VA ROI encoded images; there is an improvement in perceived 12 
image quality at low bit rates (below 0.25 bits per pixel). It is concluded that an overall 13 
increase in image quality only occurs when the increase in quality of the ROI more than 14 
compensates for the decrease in quality of the image background (i.e., non ROI).  15 
Key Words: Image Compression; JPEG 2000; Region of Interest; Visual Attention; Two 16 
Alternative Forced Choice Visual Trial.  17 
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Introduction 1 
With the introduction of third generation (3G) mobile phones there will be an increasing 2 
demand for the efficient transmission of multi-media data, such as speech, audio, text, images, 3 
and video. Of these multi-media data types image and especially video data will provide the 4 
toughest challenges because of their high bandwidth and user expectations in terms of high 5 
quality of service. Therefore, to enable the successful adoption of 3G applications, the 6 
transmission of multi-media data must be at high compression ratios and be of a perceptually 7 
high quality. One potential method of improving perceived image quality, which has received 8 
some previous attention, is to vary the bit-rate, and therefore the quality, spatially across the 9 
image. In this way, the most visually important regions of an image are encoded to a higher 10 
quality and bits are not wasted on visually unimportant areas in the background. This is often 11 
referred to as region of interest (ROI) coding [1, 2]. In this paper we shall investigate the ROI 12 
coding capabilities of JPEG 2000 (JP2K) in an application where the ROI is automatically 13 
detected using an algorithm for visual attention (VA). It is the aim of this paper to establish the 14 
conditions under which VA ROI coding provides an overall improvement in perceived image 15 
quality compared to convention JP2K. In particular, the paper reports results of how human 16 
observers judge overall image quality when comparing images with constant spatial quality 17 
and images where the quality varies spatially.  18 
JPEG 2000 (JP2K) is the latest image and video compression standard developed by the 19 
International Organisation for Standardisation/International Telecommunications Union 20 
(ISO/ITU-T). JP2K has been designed complement the current JPEG standard [3] by providing 21 
improved compression performance and a rich set of new functionalities [4]. JPEG 2000 Part I, 22 
the core-coding algorithm, became an international standard in December 2000 [5] and further 23 
work is ongoing to tailor the standard to specific applications, such as medical imaging and 24 
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video coding. JP2K provides, in a single bit-stream, a broad set of functionalities, such as: 1 
progressive transmission by resolution, quality, component, or location; random access; 2 
lossless to lossy compression; and error tolerance [4]. The specific functionality investigated in 3 
this paper is the ability of JP2K to encode a region of interest (ROI) in an image with more 4 
detail than the background. In this paper JP2K ROI coding is used in combination with an 5 
algorithm for visual attention (VA) [6, 7] to provide a progressive bit-stream where the regions 6 
highlighted by the VA algorithm are coded as an ROI and presented first in the bit-stream. This 7 
results in an interest ordered bit-stream where any valid bit-stream termination results in an 8 
image where the ROI is coded to a higher quality than the background. The efficacy of this 9 
technique is then evaluated using a visual trial to determine under what conditions it provides 10 
an increase in overall perceived image quality over conventional JP2K. 11 
The JPEG 2000 Standard 12 
The philosophy behind JP2K is that an image is encoded once (perhaps to the loss-less level) 13 
and then it is then up to the decoder (or a transcoder) to extract a sub-set of the bit-stream from 14 
which to reconstruct an image of the required spatial resolution and quality. To enable this 15 
functionality JP2K has a highly structured bit-stream, with a main header that describes the 16 
image and coding parameters used and a series of packet headers that describe the sub-set of 17 
wavelet coefficients contained in the packet. Some of the terminology used can be briefly 18 
defined as follows:  19 
Tile: consists of a whole image or a rectangular (non-overlapping) sub-image;  20 
Component:  (normally) a single colour plane of an image;  21 
Decomposition level: a collection of wavelet sub-bands that have the same span with 22 
respect to the original samples, i.e., they are from the same resolution;  23 
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Code-block: a rectangular grouping of wavelet coefficients from the same sub-band and 1 
tile-component; 2 
Precinct: a sub-division of a tile-component within a resolution; and  3 
Layer: a collection of encoded bit-planes, or sub-bit planes, from one, or more, code-4 
blocks of a tile-component. Layers have an order for encoding and decoding that must 5 
be preserved. 6 
The data contained in each packet in the bit-stream is from one layer of one decomposition 7 
level of one component of an image tile. The basic structure of a JP2K packet is illustrated in 8 
Figure 1. For further details of the bit-stream syntax and the JP2K coding and decoding 9 
process, refer to Christopoulos et al [4] or Taubman and Marcellin [5]. 10 
Tile Component Layer Resolution Precinct Data
LL (CB1, CB2, CB3 …)
code-blocks in raster order
HL LH HH
 11 
Figure 1. JP2K basic packet header format. 12 
Region of Interest Coding in JPEG 2000 13 
Region of interest (ROI) coding is important in applications where certain parts of an image are 14 
of a higher importance than the rest of the image. In these cases the ROI is decoded with higher 15 
quality and/or spatial resolution than the background. Two examples of applications that can be 16 
enhanced using ROI coding are:  17 
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1. Client/server applications. The server initially transmits a low quality/resolution version 1 
of an image and the client selects an area of the image as an ROI. The server then 2 
transmits only the data needed to refine (i.e., improve the spatial resolution/quality) of 3 
the ROI. This is a useful feature to offer when browsing image databases, or in tele-4 
medicine, as it means the client need not download the whole image at the highest 5 
resolution [8]. 6 
2. Facial images. When browsing a digital photography album, or talking on a video 7 
telephone, it is often the case that we are most interested in the face (or lips) of the 8 
person in the image. Using an automated face detection algorithm the face can be 9 
encoded as an ROI and therefore displayed more accurately than the background [2]. 10 
There are three mechanisms available in JP2K to encode and decode images with varying 11 
spatial quality and therefore implement ROI coding: tiling, code-block selection, and 12 
coefficient scaling. These are described and evaluated in more detail in [9], however, it is 13 
worthwhile to summarise some of the results from these previous rate-distortion experiments. 14 
When using the tiling facility of JPEG 2000 to implement ROI coding the bit-rate of each tile 15 
is effectively varied so that the “interesting” tiles are coded to a higher quality than 16 
“background” tiles. Therefore, in this mode, the ROI is effectively defined to be the sub-set of 17 
image tiles that are decoded at the highest bit-rate. This means that tiling requires no ROI 18 
shape information at the decoder, as it is simply a re-ordering of the bit-stream. Tiling also 19 
reduces the memory requirements of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), however, this 20 
reduces the compression efficiency of the DWT [9] and can result in visually annoying block 21 
artefacts at low bit-rates (that can only be reduced with increased decoder complexity).  22 
Code-block selection involves parsing a JP2K bit-stream (encoded to a lossless or visually 23 
lossless level) and extracting the packets that contain the code-blocks required to decode the 24 
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ROI. Alternatively, it can be viewed as being equivalent to having used a spatially varying 1 
distortion measure in the rate-distortion optimisation during the compression process. Code-2 
block selection has the advantages that no ROI shape information is required at the decoder 3 
and there is no compression overhead as only bit-stream re-ordering is required. In addition, 4 
the ROI is not embedded in bit-stream and can therefore be extracted from non-ROI bit-5 
streams, which makes it suitable for client/server applications. However, the disadvantages 6 
include that the shape of the ROI must be a sub-set of code-blocks, which at higher levels of 7 
the DWT relate to image areas of increasing size. Therefore, ROI refinement is slower than 8 
coefficient scaling and therefore may not be suitable for low bit rate applications [9]. 9 
Coefficient scaling has the advantages that the ROI can be of arbitrary shape and the maxshift 10 
algorithm (provided in Part I of the JP2K standard [4, 8]) requires no shape information to be 11 
transmitted to the decoder. In the maxshift algorithm the set of wavelet coefficients that belong 12 
to the ROI is first determined by mapping the ROI from the spatial domain to the wavelet 13 
domain (a process that is dependent on the wavelet filters used). Then the magnitude of the 14 
largest wavelet coefficient not contained in the ROI, i.e., in the background, is found (and put 15 
in the bit-stream) and all background coefficients are scaled down by a value just larger than 16 
this. In this way, all of the wavelet coefficients that are not part of the ROI now have a 17 
magnitude of less than one. Therefore, coefficients belonging to the background can be 18 
identified by the decoder and scaled up before the inverse DWT is applied. Disadvantages of 19 
the maxshift algorithm include a doubling of the dynamic range required during encoding and 20 
decoding and an increased coding overhead, due to code-blocks on the background/ROI 21 
boundary being coded twice (once for the ROI and once for the background). However, this 22 
overhead can be minimised by minimising the number of ROI’s and ensuring that they have 23 
simple boundaries (ideally on code-block boundaries) [9]. In addition, with the maxshift 24 
algorithm there is a potential for over-coding of the ROI, as the ROI is coded to the least 25 
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significant bit (LSB) before any coefficients from the background are coded [9]. However, 1 
increasing the step size of the quantiser can reduce this effect, but this results in a reduced 2 
maximum quality level for both the ROI and background. Part II of the standard allows for 3 
arbitrary bit-shifts which ameliorates this problem, but this does require the shape of the ROI 4 
to be transmitted to the decoder [5]. 5 
Selection of the most appropriate JP2K ROI encoding method for a particular application is 6 
dependent upon a number of factors: the desired bit-rate; relative ROI/background importance; 7 
the shape and size of the ROI; and whether the ROI is fixed or can be selected by the user [9]. 8 
For client/server applications it is essential to be able to extract any ROI from an encoded 9 
image, in which case code-block selection is the best method to use [8]. However, in the 10 
applications we will look at in this paper the ROI is known and fixed. Therefore, it is desirable 11 
to have the ROI embedded in the bit-stream using coefficient scaling. In addition, the ROI is 12 
assumed to be of primary importance and we desire to receive the ROI as early as possible in 13 
the bit-stream, which is equivalent to a low bit-rate application. Therefore, we shall use the 14 
maxshift algorithm provided in Part I of the standard. In addition, we shall tailor the JP2K ROI 15 
coding to our particular requirements by using: small (16x16) code-blocks for fast ROI 16 
refinement; a 5 level Daubechies 9/7 wavelet transform for high compression (lossy) coding 17 
with the lowest level of the DWT defined to be part of the ROI; and an increased quantiser step 18 
size (of 0.03125 which is four times the default) to prevent ROI over-coding. 19 
Visual Attention 20 
Visual attention is a subconscious process of the human visual system whereby when we first 21 
view a visual scene our focus of attention is drawn to certain objects in that scene. Often these 22 
objects stand out from the background by being different to the background or by being 23 
familiar and recognisable. The physiological and psychological processes of human visual 24 
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attention are not fully understood, however, there are a number of phenomena that are known 1 
to draw our attention in a scene, e.g., movement, shape, colour or contrast in relation to the 2 
background [6]. If we can reliably predict where visual attention will be first drawn to in an 3 
image then it makes sense to code these areas first in a progressive bit-stream or alternatively 4 
to code these areas with increased spatial resolution/quality [7]. Face detection can be seen as a 5 
specific example of visual attention, although it does rely on higher level visual processing not 6 
normally explicitly modelled in visual attention algorithms. 7 
The VA algorithm used in this work is based upon the dissimilarity between neighbourhoods in 8 
an image [6]. The algorithm is based upon an evolutionary process in which randomly 9 
generated neighbourhood constructs are tested and retained according to their discriminatory 10 
performance [7]. Pixels that are surrounded by novel structures are distinguished from those 11 
that are in neighbourhoods that have many similar counterparts elsewhere in the image. 12 
Populations of individual pixels or neighbourhoods are evolved that characterise the regions of 13 
interest in an image. In this way, the method is able to avoid the exclusion of whole categories 14 
of sub-images by the constraints of specific analysis rules or the use of pre-ordained templates. 15 
When an image is input into the algorithm a visual attention (VA) map image is produced that 16 
defines the visual attention associated with each pixel in the input image (on a scale [0, 1]).  17 
Visual Attention for Region of Interest Coding 18 
As was demonstrated in the previous rate distortion experiments [9], it is important to reduce 19 
the overhead associated with the maxshift algorithm in order to ensure maximum coding 20 
efficiency. This can be achieved by:  21 
1. Ensuring the ROI is < ¼ of the area of the whole image, which ensures that there is a 22 
visible improvement in the ROI quality compared to the background;  23 
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2. Reducing the number of regions of interest (to two or less); and 1 
3. Ensuring region boundaries are reasonably regular (smooth).  2 
The last two constraints ensure that the overhead associated with maxshift ROI coding is 3 
minimised as this minimises the number of code-blocks that contain coefficients from both the 4 
ROI and the background. 5 
The VA map produced in [6, 7] can be complex and highlight numerous small regions. In order 6 
to reduce the number of regions and also merge adjacent regions, further processing is 7 
therefore required. Figure 2 shows a flow chart of the processing undertaken to reduce the VA 8 
map to a single elliptical ROI and Figure 3 shows the further processing undertaken to find two 9 
elliptical regions of interest if the single ROI is found to be unsuitable for effective coding.   10 
The operations illustrated in Figure 2 are described as follows: First, the VA map is 11 
morphologically filtered so as to reduce, or remove, small regions of visual attention that may 12 
be due to noise or isolated edges in the original image. This is done using grey-level 13 
morphology, specifically an opening operation (i.e., an erosion followed by a dilation, see [10] 14 
for details) with an approximately circular structuring element of initial size of 5 by 5 pixels. 15 
Second, the VA image is converted to binary by thresholding the cleaned grey-level VA map. 16 
Currently a global threshold of 0.7 is used, a level that is thought to be appropriate as it only 17 
keeps truly interesting pixels and therefore minimises the size of the resultant ROI. Also note 18 
that it was found that performing the morphological filtering followed by thresholding the 19 
image to binary was more stable to variations in the free parameters (i.e., size of the structuring 20 
element and selected threshold level) than converting the image to binary and then performing 21 
binary morphological filtering.  22 
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Third, the mean and covariance of the (x, y) locations of all of the remaining non-zero pixels in 1 
the VA map are calculated. An ROI image of the same size as the original image is then 2 
generated containing a normalised Gaussian function, centred at the pixel location specified by 3 
the mean and with a spread specified by the covariance of the remaining non-zero pixels. This 4 
image is then thresholded (at a value of p = 0.005, so that the elliptical ROI contains virtually 5 
all of the remaining interesting pixels) to give a binary image containing an ellipse centred and 6 
oriented so as to represent the ROI in the image. Further, processing is then undertaken to 7 
ensure that the area of the ROI is not too large (> 25% of the image area) or too small (< 1% of 8 
the image area). If the ROI is too small it is ignored and no ROI coding is used. If the ROI is 9 
too large, the number of non-zero pixels in the VA map is checked to ensure that the 10 
computational burden of the following clustering algorithm is acceptable (in the current 11 
implementation the maximum number of pixels that can be clustered is fixed at 1500). If there 12 
are too many non-zero pixels in the VA map the diameter of the structuring element used in the 13 
morphological filtering is increased by one (i.e., initially from 5 to 6 pixels) and the original 14 
VA map is filtered and thresholded again. If there are an acceptable number of non-zero pixels 15 
in the processed VA map then it is further analysed in an attempt to find two regions of interest 16 
with a combined area < 25% of the image area. This process is illustrated in Figure 3 and 17 
described in more detail below. 18 
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A
No
Find Two 
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 1 
Figure 2. Flow chart to convert the VA map to a single elliptical ROI. 2 
The previous processing attempted to fit a single elliptical ROI to the processed VA map. If 3 
successful, this is the most desirable outcome, as the overhead associated with coding a single 4 
ROI in the JP2K bit-stream will be minimized. However, if the ROI found is too large to be 5 
coded as a single ROI, there is a possibility that it can be efficiently coded as two ROI ellipses. 6 
In order to test this hypothesis it is necessary to perform cluster analysis on the remaining non-7 
zero pixels in the processed VA map to see if they can be considered to form two clusters. 8 
Note, it is possible to extend this processing to find three or more clusters, however, the 9 
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overhead associated with the ROI coding will increase and it will become increasingly difficult 1 
to produce an image of superior visual quality. 2 
First, the Euclidean distance, in (x, y) space, between each pair of non-zero points in the VA 3 
map is calculated and stored as a distance matrix. Note, that if there are m non-zero points in 4 
the VA map there are 2/)1( −⋅ mm  pairs of points, i.e., distances in the matrix. Therefore, with 5 
the limit (Nmax = 1500) set in Figure 2 there will be a maximum of around 1 million distances 6 
to analyse, a large, but not unreasonable, number. 7 
A
Calculat e 
Pairwise 
Dist ances
Form Clust er 
Tree
Clust Coef 
< 0 .75
Calculat e 2  ROI 
Ellipses
Area > AMax OR 
Area < AMin
2  ROI 
Map
No ROI
No
Yes
No
Yes
 8 
Figure 3. Flow chart of further processing required for two ROI ellipses. 9 
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Once the distance matrix has been calculated, pairs of non-zero pixels in the VA map are 1 
grouped into a binary, hierarchical cluster tree based on the distances between them. In this 2 
way, the most similar pairs of pixels are linked together first, being replaced with their mean 3 
location so that clusters of clusters can form [11]. Once the cluster tree has been formed the 4 
cophenetic correlation coefficient, shown in Eq. (1), is calculated. This compares the distances 5 
in the cluster tree to the original pair-wise distance data. 6 
(1) 7 
 8 
In Eq. (1) Yij is the distance between objects i and j in Y (the distance matrix), Zij is the distance 9 
between objects i and j in Z (the hierarchical cluster tree), and y and z are the averages of Y and 10 
Z respectively. A cophenetic coefficient above a threshold value of 0.75 indicates that the 11 
cluster tree is a reasonably accurate representation of the distance data. A cophenetic 12 
coefficient below this value indicates that the non-zero pixels are probably evenly spread over 13 
the image and so do not form appropriate clusters. Therefore, it can be concluded that there are 14 
no valid multiple ROI clusters, and the original ROI found (which was too large) is likely to be 15 
the only valid cluster. Note, that as we are only attempting to find two clusters if a single 16 
cluster produces an ROI that is too large, the specific clustering algorithm used is relatively 17 
unimportant and most commonly used clustering algorithms will produce similar results. The 18 
binary, hierarchical cluster tree used here was selected because of its conceptual simplicity, 19 
wide spread use, and theoretical basis.  The operation of the proposed algorithm is further 20 
illustrated below with the aid of example image containing two regions of interest. 21 
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An Illustrated Example 1 
Figure 4 shows an example of the original cycles image and its associated (grey-scale) VA 2 
map. Note how the cycles VA map contains a large number of areas with high visual attention, 3 
including those associated with the horizon and bushes in the background. These areas are 4 
probably not as visually important as the two cyclists and certainly could not be efficiently 5 
coded as a JP2K ROI.  6 
    7 
Figure 4. Cycles image and VA map. 8 
The VA map after the grey-level opening and binary thresholding is shown in Figure 5. It can 9 
be seen that the morphological filter has reduced the visual attention associated with the 10 
background objects as they tend to be small, isolated areas and so are not supported by the 11 
morphological structuring element. After the thresholding operation the remaining non-zero 12 
pixels are primarily associated with the main regions of interest in the image, i.e., the two 13 
cyclists. 14 
    15 
Figure 5. VA map after morphological opening and thresholding. 16 
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Figure 6 shows the ellipse formed from the mean and covariance of all of the non-zero pixels 1 
remaining in the image. This ROI has an area > 25% of the total image area and so clustering is 2 
performed on the non-zero pixels. The two main clusters found using the hierarchical binary 3 
cluster tree are also shown in Figure 6. 4 
    5 
Figure 6. Single ROI and two clusters of VA non-zero pixels. 6 
The ROI ellipses formed using the mean and covariance of each of the two clusters of non-zero 7 
pixels are shown in Figure 7 and have been overlaid on the original image to illustrate the 8 
accuracy of the technique in this case. It can be seen that the two ROI ellipses found are a good 9 
representation of the cyclists in the original image and they should be effectively coded as two 10 
regions of interest by JP2K.  11 
    12 
Figure 7. Two ROI image and superimposed on the original image. 13 
Figure 8 shows the cycles image, coded at 1 bpp, using both the default JP2K (left) and JP2K 14 
with the ROI found using the proposed VA post-processing algorithm (right). It can be seen 15 
that there is an improvement in image quality centred on the ROI (the cyclists), although this is 16 
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achieved at the expense of reduced quality (i.e., blurring) in the background of the image. In 1 
order to determine whether the overall perceived quality of the VA ROI images is superior to 2 
that of those coded using conventional JP2K (at a number of bit-rates) a formal visual trial is 3 
undertaken. 4 
    5 
Figure 8. Comparison of JP2K and VA ROI coding on the cycles image (1 bpp). 6 
Visual Trial 7 
The visual trial is based upon six images, namely: boat, cycles, beach, helicopter, land, and 8 
road sign. These images were chosen to have a reasonably varied content, whilst still 9 
containing one or two primary objects that could be considered to be more important (visually 10 
interesting) than the background. As one of the potential applications for this technology is 3G 11 
multi-media mobile communications the images are low resolution (between 284×214 and 12 
640×480 pixels) and of commercial quality (i.e., JPEG compressed). The images selected for 13 
the visual trial are not intended to be representative of any particular potential application, but 14 
were chosen solely to judge the efficacy of VA ROI coding in JP2K. Figure 9 shows the 15 
original boat image, its VA map, and the resultant ROI ellipse. The resultant ROI does not 16 
wholly enclose the boat, mainly capturing the mast of the yacht, but successfully ignores the 17 
mountain skyline and clouds highlighted by the VA algorithm. 18 
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   1 
Figure 9. Boat image, VA map, and VA ROI. 2 
Figure 10 shows the original beach image, its VA map, and the resultant ROI ellipse. The 3 
proposed VA ROI algorithm correctly highlights the people on the beach as the primary region 4 
of interest, despite the fact that the VA algorithm did not highlight the t-shirt of the main 5 
person (presumably because of its similarity in colour to the background sand). 6 
   7 
Figure 10. Beach image, VA map, and VA ROI. 8 
Figures 4 through to 7 show the cycles image and associated VA maps and the resultant ROI 9 
ellipses. Figure 11 shows the original helicopter image, its VA map, and the resultant ROI 10 
ellipse. It correctly highlights the helicopter as the primary region of interest, ignoring the 11 
visual attention associated with the mountain skyline, which has a boundary too complex to be 12 
reliably coded as a JP2K ROI.  13 
   14 
Figure 11. Helicopter image, VA map, and VA ROI. 15 
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Figure 12 shows the original land image, its VA map, and the resultant ROI ellipse. The VA 1 
ROI algorithm highlights the waterline as the primary region of interest. 2 
   3 
Figure 12. Land image, VA map, and VA ROI. 4 
Figure 13 shows the original road sign image, its VA map, and the resultant ROI ellipse. It 5 
shows that the proposed algorithm correctly highlights the road sign as the primary region of 6 
interest, ignoring the isolated visual attention associated with the bushes in the background. 7 
   8 
Figure 13. Road sign image, VA map, and VA ROI. 9 
Experimental Methodology 10 
The purpose of the visual trial is to directly compare images encoded to a specified bit-rate 11 
using standard JP2K and JP2K ROI coding where the ROI is determined using the proposed 12 
VA ROI algorithm. The comparisons are made at four logarithmically spaced bit-rates (and 13 
hence varying image qualities) of 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 bits per pixel (bpp). A two alternative 14 
forced choice (2AFC) methodology was selected because of its simplicity, i.e., the observer 15 
views the two images and then selects the one preferred, and so there are no issues with scaling 16 
opinion scores between different observers [12]. There were ten observers (8 male and 2 17 
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female) all with good, or corrected, vision and all observers were non-experts in image 1 
compression. The viewing distance was approximately 40cm (i.e., a normal PC viewing 2 
distance) and the image pairs were viewed one at a time in a random order. The observer was 3 
free to view the images multiple times before making a decision, however a buzzer sounded 4 
after 20 seconds to indicate that they should make a decision. In addition, a blank mid-grey 5 
image was shown between each image (for 2 seconds) to prevent observers switching between 6 
the two images to find insignificant differences. Each image pair was viewed twice, giving 7 
(6×4×2) 48 comparisons, which means that each observer took approximately 10 minutes to 8 
view all of the images. Images were viewed on a 12.1” Thin Film Transistor (TFT) Display in 9 
a darkened room (i.e., daylight with drawn curtains). The test images were displayed on a mid-10 
grey background to a maximum size of 410×600 pixels.  Prior to the start of the visual trial all 11 
observers were given a short period of training on the usage the visual trial software and they 12 
were told to select they image they preferred assuming that it had been downloaded over the 13 
internet or wireless network. 14 
Results 15 
Table 1 shows the overall preferences, i.e., independent of (summed over) image and bit-rate, 16 
for standard JP2K and VA ROI JP2K coding. Table 1 also shows the standard errors associated 17 
with the preferences assuming a Gaussian approximation to the Binomial distribution. From 18 
Table 1 it can be seen that standard JP2K is preferred over VA ROI JP2K approximately 65% 19 
of the time. This shows that standard JP2K produces good quality images over a wide range of 20 
bit-rates and indicates that VA ROI coding may not be suitable as a general-purpose image 21 
coding technique. Therefore, we will have to examine the results in more detail to identify the 22 
conditions to which the VA ROI JP2K coder is best suited.  23 
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Table 1. Overall preferences (independent of image and bit-rate). 1 
Method Preferences Standard Error 
JP2K 311 ± 12.3 
VA ROI JP2K 169 ± 12.3 
Figures 14 and 15 show the individual preferences for each image at each bit rate. Standard 2 
JP2K is shown with red standard error bars (on the left) whilst VA ROI JP2K is shown with 3 
blue standard error bars (on the right). From Figures 14 and 15 it can be seen that there is a 4 
large variation in preferences across each of the images in the test set. The second, and more 5 
important, trend that can be observed in Figures 14 and 15 is an increase in preferences for VA 6 
ROI JP2K as the bit-rate decreases. This trend is perhaps better highlighted in the lower graph 7 
of Figure 16, which shows preferences at each bit-rate, independent of image. At the lowest 8 
bit-rate tested (0.125 bpp) the preferences for VA ROI JP2K are 68, with a standard error of ± 9 
5.8, and 52 (± 5.8) for standard JP2K. This indicates a clear preference for the proposed 10 
method at this bit-rate. Note, the slight decrease in preferences for standard JP2K at 1bpp, 11 
compared to 0.5 bpp, is due to the two methods producing image that look increasingly similar 12 
as the bit-rate increases. Therefore, preferences between the two methods will tend to random 13 
(50/50) selection. 14 
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Figure 14. JP2K (left) and VA ROI JP2K (right) preferences on the boat, cycles, and beach 2 
images at 0.125 (1), 0.25 (2), 0.5 (3), and 1 bpp (4). 3 
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Figure 15. JP2K (left) and VA ROI JP2K (right) preferences on the helicopter, land, and road 5 
sign images at 0.125 (1), 0.25 (2), 0.5 (3), and 1 bpp (4). 6 
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Figure 16. JP2K (left) and VA ROI JP2K (right) preferences for each image (independent of 2 
bit-rate) and preferences at each bit-rate (independent of image). 3 
Discussion 4 
As illustrated in Figures 14 to 16, there are two main sources of variation that can explain the 5 
differences in preferences: variation with image and variation with bit-rate (variation with 6 
observer being indicated by the standard errors in the results). The variation across the images 7 
in the test set shows that for an image that has an ROI and a background of little importance, 8 
such as the beach image, the ROI coding works well. However, for an image that has an ROI 9 
and also some visually important contextual details in the background, such as the boat image, 10 
the ROI coding works less well.  11 
The increase in preferences for the VA ROI coding as bit-rate decreases, illustrated in Figure 12 
16, is the most significant and consistent effect observed in the visual trial (being apparent in 5 13 
of the 6 images in the test set). As shown in Figure 17 (for the cycles and road sign images) at 14 
low bit-rates (< 0.25 bpp), having the ROI encoded first in the bit-stream can significantly 15 
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improve the visual quality of the ROI compared to standard JP2K. In addition, the background 1 
(non-ROI) areas are not of significantly poorer visual quality and are often of preferable quality 2 
as they contain less wavelet artefacts. At the low bit-rates the background regions tend to 3 
contain only coefficients from the lowest level of the wavelet transform rather than sporadic 4 
coefficients from higher levels of the DWT (as in standard JP2K). This results in a background 5 
that is uniformly blurred, which is often preferable to a less blurred background, which also has 6 
wavelet artefacts.   7 
 8 
Figure 17. JP2K (left) VA ROI JP2K (right) at 0.125 bpp on road sign and cycles. 9 
At the higher bit-rates (> 0.25 bpp), as shown in Figure 18, the ROI is often not of significantly 10 
better visual quality than standard JP2K. This combined with the fact that the background areas 11 
are often more blurred and pixelated than standard JP2K results in lower preferences. This 12 
effect should come as no surprise as once the ROI is coded to a visually acceptable level it 13 
takes a significant number of bit refinements (the least significant bits) to get a visible 14 
improvement in image quality. This effect is also compounded by the limited resolution and 15 
quality of the original images.  However, this effect would have applied equally to both 16 
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compression techniques and so cannot fully explain the observed results. In addition, because 1 
small code-blocks were used at all bit-rates for the VA ROI coding (16×16 compared to 2 
64×64) there is a reduced compression efficiency which is particularly apparent at the higher 3 
bit-rates [9].  4 
 5 
Figure 18. JP2K (left) VA ROI JP2K (right) at 1 bpp on road sign and cycles. 6 
Another important reason for the reduction in preferences at bit-rates > 0.25 bpp is due to the 7 
inherently uneven image quality in the majority of ROI coded images. This results in images 8 
that do not appear natural as the ROI is in sharp focus, whilst the background is blurred. A 9 
more gradual change in image quality between ROI and background would, however, increase 10 
the size of the ROI having a negative impact on ROI coding efficiency. 11 
There is also an anecdotal explanation for the reduction in preferences at bit-rates > 0.25 bpp 12 
by considering the rule of thumb that to observe a significant increase in the visual quality of 13 
an image you have to (approximately) double the bit-rate. This means that the ROI has to be 14 
coded to twice the bit-rate to observe a significant improvement in perceived visual quality. 15 
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Therefore, if we assume the ROI is ¼ of the image area, then to code an image to the same 1 
(target) bit-rate as standard JP2K, the background must be coded to half the target rate so as to 2 
allow the ROI to be coded at twice the target rate. For example, if the target bit-rate is 0.25 3 
bpp, then we can either code to this bit-rate using standard JP2K, or code the ROI to 0.5 bpp 4 
and the background to 0.125 bpp using JP2K ROI coding (giving an overall bit rate of 0.22 5 
bpp). Therefore, at a given bit-rate, for the ROI to be coded to appear significantly better than 6 
standard JP2K the background must be coded so as to appear significantly worse. The only 7 
exception to this rule observed in the visual trial was at the lowest bit-rate (0.125 bpp) when 8 
compression artefacts also play an important role. Therefore, at bit-rates greater than 0.25 bpp 9 
the increase (if any) in quality of the ROI does not compensate for the decrease in background 10 
quality when observers judge overall image quality. 11 
Conclusions 12 
The proposed visual attention region of interest (VA ROI) algorithm has been shown to find 13 
the primary region(s) of interest in each of the images in the test set. The algorithm produces an 14 
image containing up to two ROI ellipses suitable for maxshift coding in JP2K. If no ROI 15 
suitable for JP2K coding is found then it defaults to conventional coding. The proposed 16 
algorithm is conceptually simple and, like the VA algorithm upon which it is based, requires no 17 
a priori or high-level knowledge. Results from the visual trial indicate an overall preference for 18 
standard JP2K independent of image and bit-rate. However, the proposed VA ROI coding 19 
method was preferred at the lowest bit-rate tested (0.125 bpp). This indicates that, when 20 
observers judge overall image quality, it is only at this bit-rate that the visible increase in 21 
quality of the ROI more than compensates for the decrease in quality of the background.  22 
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